
The F5® Distributed Cloud Application Infrastructure Protection (AIP), formerly known as 
Threat Stack, with ThreatML™—now with supervised learning—gives users high-efficacy 
threat detection on cloud workload behaviors through a detection-in-depth approach. By 
combining our robust ruleset with predictive capabilities of supervised learning algorithms, 
ThreatML identifies both known and unknown risks—while reducing rule tuning and alert 
triage toil—allowing users to focus on real, actionable threats.

The Cloud Security Challenge
Today’s organizations are continually constrained in properly running security operations 
because of staffing issues, small budgets, too many competing daily priorities—on top of 
increasingly sophisticated cloud application infrastructure threats.

Customers need to detect threats easily and effectively, without much tuning, training, 
triaging, or reviewing alerts. Attacks are difficult to detect because attacker behavior often 
consists of actions that are normal.  It’s easy for malicious behavior to get lost in the sea of 
otherwise normal behaviors.

Anomaly detection is not enough to secure cloud application infrastructure because simply 
alerting on what is different in the environment does not always mean there is a threat. 
Similarly, anomaly detection won’t catch normal-looking behavior that is actually malicious—
meaning this type of cloud security can miss out on critical behaviors that indicate real threats.
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Figure 1: Mere anomaly detection is not enough.
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ThreatML's Approach: Detection-in-Depth
ThreatML combines our robust ruleset with supervised learning algorithms to create a 
“detection-in-depth” approach. Given the sophistication and changing nature of cloud-based 
threats, having multiple detection methods means users will detect and surface the behaviors 
that actually matter.

This combination means that ThreatML is the first to overcome the limitations of anomaly 
detection to deliver high-efficacy threat detection. With our rules plus machine learning, we 
capture all known threats to the environment and can now capture unknown threats, as well 
as eliminate false negatives and uncover malicious activity that appears normal.

Figure 2: Detection-in-Depth gives actionable alerts in context.

How ThreatML Works
ThreatML with supervised learning leverages an inference engine to make predictions about 
behaviors in the cloud. The goal is to answer the question: “Given the historical behavior in 
this workload, was this behavior predictable or not?”

To do this, supervised learning requires a lot of labeled data. Distributed Cloud AIP collects 
more than 60 billion events daily, and now leverages the ruleset to label that data in real time. 
This classifies the data and allows ThreatML’s inference engine to look at the behavior and 
surrounding data to determine if the behavior was predictable or not. When we look at the 
output, predictable behaviors are safely ignored, while the unpredictable ones represent real, 
actionable threats and generate an alert.

The result for users is that they only see alerts which are the highest priority threats to their 
environment. ThreatML is the only cloud security solution to combine rules and supervised 
learning to predict threats and generate these types of focused alerts. This highly efficient 
approach to threat detection lessens alert noise and reduces the burden for users for tuning, 
training, triaging, and reviewing alerts.
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How ThreatML Can Help
Ultimately, ThreatML delivers high-efficacy alerts which are actionable for your security 
team. The detection-in-depth approach surfaces the alerts that need immediate remediation, 
complete with the necessary context to take action. Our multiple detection methods also 
mean removing the false positives, which leads to less alert noise.

As a result, security teams become more efficient by predicting threats, saving resources, 
and reducing security team toil. ThreatML with supervised learning allows your security team 
to secure your data and processes, and focus on the work most important to your business.

Threat Stack: Now Part of F5
Threat Stack is now F5 Distributed Cloud App Infrastructure Protection (AIP). If you’d like 
to learn more about this solution, the company's Security Operations Center (including 
Distributed Cloud AIP Managed Security Services and Distributed Cloud AIP Insights), 
and more, feel free to contact our cloud security and compliance experts.

ThreatML with supervised learning can make an impact on your security 
team’s daily operations. To learn more or to schedule a demo, visit our 
website today.

https://www.f5.com/products/get-f5?ls=meta#contactsales
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